A new model of respiration in blastoid (Echinodermata) hydrospires based on computational fluid dynamic simulations of virtual 3D models
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Abstract.—Hydrospires are internal structures in blastoids that primarily served a respiratory function. Historically, hydrospires have been modeled as passive-flow respiratory structures with a vertical orientation. This project constructed virtual 3D models of blastoids from legacy acetate peel collections at the Naturalis Museum in the Netherlands. Computational fluid dynamic (CFD) simulations of the blastoid models reconstructed in living position indicated that hydrospires likely were oriented horizontally when the blastoid was in feeding mode in current velocities >0.5 cm/s to 10 cm/s. In this range of current velocities, passive water flow through the hydrospires did not produce conditions optimized for efficient gas exchange. However, optimal water flow through the hydrospires could be achieved if the current velocity of water exiting the hydrospire through the spiracle was approximately one-half the velocity of ambient environmental currents. Maintaining such a ratio in the dynamic current systems in which blastoids lived suggests that cilia-driven active water flow through the hydrospires is a better model for optimizing respiratory effectiveness.

Introduction

Blastoids are the longest lived and most diverse members of the Blastozoa, a major component of the Great Ordovician Biodiversification Event (Sprinkle and Guensburg, 2004). They are important components of evolving Paleozoic echinoderm communities, which experienced changing paleogeography, major mass extinction events, and changing paleoclimates.

Recent studies by Sumrall (2010), Sumrall and Waters (2012), and Kammer et al. (2014) demonstrate that external morphology and homology of fossil stemmed echinoderms can be reconciled across clades and used to score characters for phylogenetic inference. Like many stemmed echinoderms, most of the phylogenetic information used to infer blastoid evolution is derived from the globular to bud-shaped theca that houses the visceral cavity and respiratory structures (hydrospires). This largely reflects a taphonomic bias because skeletal elements in the thecae of blastoids are tightly sutured into a strong taphonomic module that is easily preserved (Brett et al., 1997). Consequently, thecae are typically very well preserved in three dimensions and often include preservation of the internal structures (Dexter et al., 2009; Schmidling and Marshall, 2010; Bauer et al., 2015, 2017). Blastoids are also significant components of analyses inferring the phylogenetic placement of Crinoidea within the context of Paleozoic stemmed echinoderms (Kammer et al., 2014). Thus, testing hypotheses of the phylogeny of extant crinoid clades requires a firm understanding of the phylogeny of extinct clades, particularly the Blastozoa.

The traditional classification in the Treatise of Invertebrate Paleontology (Fay, 1967) places blastoids into two orders: Fissiculata, characterized by hydrospires that open to the ambient seawater via slits along the edges of the ambulacral system, and Spiraculata, characterized by hydrospires that communicate with the ambient seawater through pores along the edges of the ambulacral side plates and spiracle exit pores on the thecal summit near the mouth. Blastoid respiratory structures (hydrospires) are often preserved because they are lightly calcified (Beaver, 1996). These folds can be readily seen in thin sections and acetate peels and have been shown to vary across blastoid groups (Fay, 1967).

Waters and Horowitz (1993) concluded that the spiracular condition is an evolutionary grade rather than a clade. They suggested that fissiculate blastoids evolved into spiraculates in at least five separate lineages during the Silurian and Devonian. Four origins were given ordinal status on the basis of thecal shape and spiracular, deltidial, and ambulacral morphologies. A fifth order was recognized but remains unnamed pending taxonomic revision of the taxa involved.

Traditionally, hydrosphere morphology was examined from a single transverse cross section made at the radial/deltoid suture (Fay, 1967). With this limited analysis, hydrosphere shape and number could be accessed but little information could be determined concerning three-dimensional morphology, function, and how the structures formed spiracles. More detailed analyses (Breimer and Macurda, 1972) used serial acetate peels, but three-dimensional reconstructions were not generated because of the limitations of the technology at the time. New advances in virtual...
Imaging the interior of blastoid thecae

Virtual paleontology studies fossils through digital visualization of the three-dimensional morphology (Sutton et al., 2013). The raw data for virtual 3D reconstructions of internal morphologies in fossils usually involve tomographs, a series of two-dimensional parallel slices, of a specimen that are gathered by either destructive or nondestructive methodologies (Cunningham et al., 2014). Historically, tomographic data consisted of thin sections or acetate peels (Sollas, 1904; Stensio, 1927; Muir-Wood, 1934; Stewart and Taylor, 1965) collected through destructive techniques such as serial grinding, sawing, or slicing. Until the advent of high-speed computing and 3D reconstruction software, individual tomographic slices provided the morphologic information required to taxonomic delineation. These tomographic slices were often coarsely and unequally spaced. Three-dimensional reconstructions were rare, time consuming, and accomplished via the construction of physical models (Sollas, 1904; Jarvik, 1954). Jefferies and Lewis (1973) and Schmidtling and Marshall (2010) offer examples of echinoderm reconstructions using serial sections. Acetate peels were widely used to interpret the internal morphology of brachiopods (e.g., Copper, 1967; Posenato, 1998; Schemm-Gregory, 2014), corals (e.g., Wang, 2013), and many other fossil groups, including blastoids (Breimer and Macurda, 1972). Modern nondestructive methodologies include X-ray tomography, magnetic resonance imaging, and neutron tomography (Cunningham et al., 2014).

Modern techniques produce high-resolution 2D images that can be reconstructed as three-dimensional computer models using appropriate visualization software. X-ray tomography is capable of micron-scale resolution, and synchrotron facilities are increasingly available; hence, the technique is commonly used in paleontology. X-ray tomography works well when the internal structures being imaged and the material filling the voids have significant density contrast (Abel et al., 2012) or when specimens are preserved as molds (Rahman et al., 2015a). These techniques are not as successful in specimens showing little density contrast between internal structures and the void filling because materials with similar densities attenuate X-rays to similar degrees, and so are not clearly differentiated in the resulting slice images. This situation commonly occurs in blastoids as well as other fossil echinoderm clades (Waters et al., 2015).

Although digital techniques, such as synchrotron imaging, are clearly preferable when available and can produce spectacular results (Rahman et al., 2015b), acetate peels provide important morphological data critical to studies of blastoid phylogeny that are currently unavailable using nondestructive imaging technology, particularly where there is low-density contrast within specimens. Even in these cases, the boundaries separating echinoderm plate material and hydropsires from spary and micritic thecal fill are clearly defined in acetate peels because echinoderm plates are constructed of microporous stereom. Consequently, we have concluded that legacy collections of acetate peels remain a viable data source for visualizing the internal structures of blastoids.

Previous studies of water flow through blastoid hydropsires

Hydropsires are lightly calcified internal infoldings of the deltoid and radial plates of blastoids typically formed adjacent to the ambulacra. They can occur singly or in groups from two to 10 and are presumed to have had a respiratory function; they may be reduced in number or absent in the anal (CD) interray (Breimer and Macurda, 1972). Hydropsires have two closely spaced walls forming the hydropode fold with a bulbous termination called the hydropode tube (Beaver et al., 1967) or hydropode bulb (Schmidtling and Marshall, 2010). In spiraculates, hydropsires are connected by hydropode pores and canals located along the edges of the ambulacra and spiracles at the summit of the theca. Bauer et al., (2017) discusses hydropode morphology, the history of study, and phylogenetic implications in greater detail.

Schmidtling and Marshall (2010) were the first authors to consider the flow of water through the hydropode system by reconstructing a high-resolution, three-dimensional hydropode model of the blastoid Pentremites rusticus Hambach, 1903 using serial sections. Drawing on their detailed morphological analysis, they proposed the following flow of water through the system. Water enters the hydropode through the hydropode pores and passes through the pore canal to reach the hydropode fold. No significant gas exchange happens in the hydropode pore or pore canal. Water then enters the hydropode fold, where gas exchange occurs. Oxygen-depleted water exits the hydropode system via the hydropode tube and spiracles.

Using the principle of continuity, Schmidtling and Marshall (2010) proposed a model of passive water flow through the hydropode system. Water velocity would slow dramatically as water entered the hydropode folds from the pores and pore canals. Because the hydropsires of Pentremites rusticus expanded in size adorally, water maintained a more or less constant velocity relative to the porous and exit the spiracle at a similar velocity unless the spiracular cover plates were used to reduce the size of the spiracular opening.

Using the observations and calculations summarized in the preceding, Schmidtling and Marshall (2010) proposed a residence time of water in the hydropsires of ~385 seconds. Their hypothesized water flow in Pentremites rusticus is on the same order of magnitude as modern invertebrates with passive fluid flow but on the order of 1,000 times smaller than flow rates from organisms employing active ciliary-driven water flow.

Huynh et al. (2015) expanded the observations and hypotheses of Schmidtling and Marshall (2010) by constructing a highly enlarged (72x) physical 3D model of a partial hydropode and conducting fluid flow experiments. The results of their experiments seemed to confirm the hypothesis of Schmidtling and Marshall (2010) that water entering the hydropode pores flowed parallel to the pores while in the hydropode fold without mixing with water entering adjacent pores. These water “units” did not mix until they reached the hydropode bulb and began their exit from the system.
Materials and methods

The Naturalis Biodiversity Center in Leiden, Netherlands, houses a legacy collection of acetate peels of blastoids produced in the late 1960s (Breimer and van Egmont, 1968). A typical specimen in this collection was serially sectioned perpendicular to the polar axis producing between 50 and 100 acetate peels. Etched and unetched peels were produced at each interval. Although the specimens were destroyed during the sectioning process, the peels are in pristine condition considering their age and remain an important source of detailed information about the internal morphology of blastoids. Eventually, the peels will be digitized and available online as part of the Naturalis Bioscience Digital Collections initiative. Using individual acetate peels from this collection, Breimer and Macurda (1972) proposed major evolutionary trends in flessiculate blastoids. Morphologic information from the majority of the peels has never been published. Peels from representatives of 40 genera were scanned individually at 3,600 dpi with 8-bit grayscale using a Braun slide scanner with the goal of using the digitized peels to virtually recreate the internal and external blastoid morphology.

Many 3D reconstruction software alternatives are available to transform tomographic data sets into 3D reconstructions (Cunningham et al., 2014). SPIERS (Serial Palaeontological Image Editing and Rendering System) is a widely used, freely available package of three programs for the reconstruction and visualization of tomographic data sets (http://www.spiers-software.org). Using SPIERS to construct 3D visualizations from serial sections and acetate peels is challenging if the serial sections are not equally spaced and if fiduciary markings to aid alignment are not present. Although most modern data sets from serial sections do not suffer these problems, many legacy data sets, including ours, do have these issues.

To reconstruct blastoids from the acetate peels, we developed a visualization workflow (Fig. 1) based on Rhinoceros software, a NURBS- (nonuniform rational basis spline) based 3D computer graphics and CAD (computer-aided design) software that produces mathematically precise representations of curves and freeform surfaces. Because Rhinoceros is widely used in rapid prototyping, computer-aided design and manufacturing, and graphic design, it easily interfaces with a variety of other 3D visualization software packages and 3D printers. Rhinoceros makes no assumptions about vertical spacing of tomographic slices, and the user can interactively edit the vertical spacing as the model is reconstructed.

The acetate peels of the blastoids lack homologous points of reference and must be manually realigned using Photoshop. Once peels are digitized and registered, the specimen outline is clipped from the background and stacked into layers to virtually recreate the blastoid that had been destroyed through serial sectioning. Morphologic characters of interest from individual digitized peels can be characterized as regions of interest (ROI) and are segmented on separate layers using Photoshop. The layers are exported into Illustrator and converted to an AutoCAD drawing file. The ROIs are lofted into 3D models using Rhino software and can be viewed electronically or converted to physical models by 3D printing. The internal anatomy of a specimen of Pentremites godoni (DeFrance, 1819) (Fig. 1) was reconstructed from 95 acetate peels using the workflow described in the preceding. A model of the internal anatomy of Monoschizoblastus rofei (Etheridge and Carpenter, 1886) (Fig. 2) was similarly reconstructed from 76 peels. The hydrospire model of Monoschizoblastus rofei was prepared for fluid flow simulation by hollowing (Fig. 3.2) and adding hydrospire pores. We added 30 hydrospire pores to each hydrospire in accordance with our observations of a similarly sized specimen of Monoschizoblastus rofei in our collections. The length of the pore canals was based on the thickness of the thecal plates in the original sectioned specimen.

An enhanced model of Monoschizoblastus rofei with stem, theca with hydrospires, and brachiole filtration fan (Fig. 4) was produced in Rhinoceros by adding the stem and brachioles to the 3D model produced from the acetate peels. The orientation of the stem and filtration fan followed the Type 1 feeding model of Breimer and Macurda (1972).

Computational fluid dynamic simulations of fluid flow through blastoid hydrospires

Our initial goal was to virtually re-create the experiment by Huynh et al. (2015) and test the hypotheses of water flow through hydrospires developed by Schmidtling and Marshall (2010) and Huynh et al. (2015). We used the model of Monoschizoblastus rofei because it has the simplest configuration of hydrospires seen in blastoids: 10 single hydrospires (Fig. 2) each emptying into a single spiracle with the exception of the anal interray hydrospires, which empty into an anispiracle (Fig. 3.1).

Fluid flow through the hydrospire model of Monoschizoblastus rofei was calculated using the computational fluid dynamics (CFD) module of Solidworks, a widely available computer-aided design (CAD) and computer-aided engineering (CAE) software package. A life-size (thecal length 10 mm) hydrospire model was placed into the CFD domain and simulated on the basis of ~931,000 fluid cells (Fig. 3.4–3.7). The hydrospire model was surrounded by a fluid domain of rectangular solid shape. The distance between the inlet and the hydrospire model was about two times the thecal length; between the model and the outlet was three times the thecal length. Simulations using larger computational domains did not result in significant changes of the observed flow patterns. Mesh refinement showed good convergence; an increase in cell number did not result in significant changes of velocities. The fluid domain used seawater parameters (average density = 1,026.021 kg/m³, dynamic viscosity = 0.00122 Pa·s), with unidirectional flow from the external side of the hydrospire (the side having the hydrospire pores). Initial water velocity into the hydrospire pore was set at 0.6 × 10−3 m/s as defined by Huynh et al. (2015) from estimates by Paul (1978) with turbulence set at 4%. The fluid domain had free-slip wall conditions to best approximate an open-water domain. We also used free-slip conditions in the internal walls of the hydrospire as a default condition. The Reynolds number for the hydrospire measured at the hydrospire pore is 0.787, similar to results reported by Huynh et al. (2015), who concluded that a laminar flow regime existed inside blastoid hydrospires.

Water entering the hydrospire fold flows more or less horizontally at a significantly reduced velocity until it reaches...
the hydrospire tube where water flow is vertical with increasing speed adorally. We ran two different versions of the model, one with an unrestricted spiracle (Fig. 3.4) and one with the spiracle partially restricted as it is in actual specimens (Fig. 3.5–3.6). Restricting the spiracular opening increased the exit velocity as one would expect given the principle of continuity.

With these simulations, we can support the basic hypotheses of Huynh et al. (2015) and Schmidtling and Marshall (2010) with respect to water flow through the hydrospires. Because water flow in the hydrospire fold is significantly reduced, residence time would increase, supporting the hypothesis that gas exchange occurred in the fold. The horizontal flow of water in the hydrospire fold is important because it reduced respiratory leakage as discussed by Huynh et al. (2015). The hypothesis that the hydrospire tube acts as a chimney removing wastewater is supported by adoral flow of increasing velocity toward the spiracle. Comparisons with many of the other specific results discussed by Schmidtling and Marshall (2010) are not possible at this stage because the hydrospire system in Monoschizoblasus rofei is different from that seen in Pentremites rusticus (Figs. 1.7, 1.8, 2), which was only partially reconstructed.

Figure 1. Reconstruction of Pentremites godoni from 95 acetate peels: (1) digitized acetate peels; (2) digitized peels registered, specimen outline clipped from background and stacked to virtually recreate the blastoid that had been destroyed through serially sectioning; (3) regions of interest (ROI), such as the thecal plates and hydrospires, segmented on individual digitized peels using Photoshop; (4, 5) digitized peels exported into Illustrator and converted into an Auto-CAD drawing file; (6–8) ROIs lofted into 3D models using Rhino software that can be viewed electronically or converted to physical models by 3D printing. In this example, the hydrospires (one hydrospire set in green) and gonad (orange) of Pentremites godoni can be visualized. Not only can these internal morphologic structures now be viewed accurately, in the case of the hydrospires, which are presumed respiratory structures, they provide quantitative data on surface area and volume and can be used as input into fluid flow simulations.
Although our CFD results were similar to those from Huynh et al. (2015) and Schmidtling and Marshall (2010), these previous studies have a fundamental flaw: hydrosire flow was modeled with the hydrosires oriented vertically in life, which they are not according to the reconstructions of Breimer and Macurda (1972). Figure 4 shows our reconstruction of Monoschizoblastus rofei based on the hypothesis (Breimer and Macurda, 1972) that Type 1 stemmed blastoids were oriented horizontally with a parabolic brachiolar filtration fan in a current flowing toward the oral surface. Breimer and Macurda (1972) recognized other feeding strategies in blastoids, but Type 1 feeding was the most common mode of feeding in blastoids. According to CFD studies by Dynowski (2014), modern crinoids are oriented in this manner in water currents from 0.5 cm/s to 50 cm/s. They have a vertical orientation only in current velocities <0.5 cm/s. Dynowski et al. (2016) illustrated similar feeding orientations for the fossil crinoid Encrinus liliiformis Lamarck, 1801.

Because blastoid feeding is modeled on modern stemmed crinoids, either we must assume that blastoids only lived in very low energy current conditions with the theca oriented vertically or we must consider a more complex model of blastoid ecology and hydrosire function. Given the variety of sediments in which blastoids are found from the encrinites of the Burlington Limestone to the shaly carbonate mudstones of the Chesterian of the midcontinent of the United States, we can make a reasonable case that blastoids lived in a variety of depositional settings with dynamically variable current velocities.

The model of Monoschizoblastus rofei with stem, theca with hydrosires, and brachiolar filtration fan (Fig. 4) was imported into a CFD domain to visualize simultaneous water flow around the theca through the filtration fan and internally into the hydrosires under varying external current velocities. Preliminary results from CFD modeling of blastoid feeding (Nguyen et al,. 2015) using this and other models suggest that the blastoids were optimized for current conditions of 2 cm/s to 10 cm/s. Fluid flow was calculated in the (CFD) module of Solidworks. The reconstruction was placed into the CFD domain at life size (thecal length 10 mm, stem length 10 cm, diameter of the filtration fan 30 mm). The CFD simulation evaluated the model on the basis of 4,834,580 fluid cells. The model was surrounded by a fluid domain of rectangular solid shape. The distance between the inlet and the model was about two times the length of the reconstruction; between the model and the outlet was three times the reconstruction length. Simulations using larger computational domains did not result in significant changes of the observed flow patterns. Mesh refinement showed good convergence, and an increase in cell number did not result in significant changes of velocities. The fluid domain used seawater parameters (average density = 1,026.021 kg/m³, dynamic viscosity = 0.00122 Pa·s), with unidirectional flow from the aboral to the oral side of the reconstruction. Initial external water velocity was 10 cm/s with turbulence set at 4%. The fluid domain had free-slip wall conditions to best approximate an open-water domain. The Reynolds number for the model using thecal length of 10 mm as the hydraulic diameter is 84.1. If the hydraulic diameter of the model is increased to 30 mm reflecting the width of the theca and the filtration fan, the Reynolds number increases to 252, indicating laminar flow in both scenarios.

In this simulation, the velocity of water entering the hydrosire pores was not specified. Rather, we set the initial velocity of the water current entering the fluid domain at 10 cm/s.
and allowed the hydropore pores and spiracles to act as openings under ambient environmental conditions. The simulation produced unexpected results with respect to fluid flow through the hydropore. Because the hydropore pores are very small openings, the majority of the water flowed around the theca and filtration fan as expected. Water entered the hydropore pores at varying velocities because water flow is predominantly parallel to pore opening rather than largely perpendicular. Water predominantly enters the hydropore through the aboral-most pores, travels through the hydropore fold at a reduced velocity, and then exists the hydropore through the adoral-most hydropore pores (Fig. 5.1). Very little water exits the spiracle. Water actually enters the hydropore through the spiracle as a result of the zone of turbulent eddying that formed downstream of the blastoid oral surface.

**A new model for cilia-driven active flow in blastoid hydropores**

The results from the CFD simulations of *Monoschizoblastus rofei* in feeding orientation suggest that a reevaluation of active flow in blastozoan respiratory structures is necessary. Although studies as far back as Paul (1978) have suggested the possibility of cilia-driven active flow in blastozoans, the hypothesis has been difficult to evaluate because the cilia are rarely preserved in the fossil record. We concur with the hypothesis of Paul (1978) and Huynh et al. (2015) that, if present in the hydropore, cilia would be located in the hydropore tube.

We designed CFD simulations to test for active flow in hydropores of *Monoschizoblastus rofei* using the CFD module of Solidworks with conditions as described previously with the following exceptions: (1) the hydropore was oriented horizontally; (2) external water velocity was defined at 0.5 cm/s, 2 cm/s, 5 cm/s, and 10 cm/s; (3) hydropore pores were allowed to operate as openings under ambient environmental conditions; and (4) we defined the velocity of water exiting the spiracle with the rationale that cilia-driven flow in the hydropore tube would pump water out of the spiracle at a given velocity. Drawing on results of our previous CFD simulations, we used a value of 0.9 cm/s as the initial excurrent velocity of water exiting the spiracle. In CFD simulations with an external current velocity of 0.5 cm/s (Fig. 5.2), and 2.0 cm/s (Fig. 5.3) with spiracular exit velocity of 0.9 cm/sec, the fundamental water flow through the hydropore is analogous to that modeled in passive flow (compare to Fig. 3.4) even though the orientation of the hydropore has rotated 90° and the incumbent pore velocity has changed.

When water flow was simulated with an external current velocity of 5 cm/s and spiracular exit velocity of 0.9 cm/s, the pattern of water flow through the hydropore was abnormal and similar to that seen in Figure 5.1. Even with the assumption of active cilia-driven flow, the exit velocity of water leaving the spiracle was too low (relative to the current velocity) to maintain water flow through the hydropore optimized for gas exchange. The hydropore suffered significant respiratory leakage (adoral flow in the hydropore fold) and reduced flow of water exiting the spiracle (Fig. 5.4).

This result suggested that an optimized ratio between external current velocity and the exit velocity of water leaving the spiracle exists for proper respiratory function in the hydropore. We reran the CFD simulation with an external current velocity of 5 cm/s and spiracular exit velocity of 2.5 cm/s (Fig. 5.5).
In this simulation, the water flow through the hydrospire was optimized for efficient gas exchange. Finally, we ran a CFD simulation with an external current velocity of 10 cm/s and spiracular exit velocity of 5 cm/s (Fig. 5.6). In this simulation, water flow through the hydrospire was optimized for efficient gas exchange (compare to Fig. 5.1).

**Discussion**

CFD simulations of blastoids living in currents ranging from >0.5 cm/s to 10 cm/s indicate that a velocity of water leaving the spiracle ~50% of the external current velocity produces water flow through the hydrospire that is more or less optimal for gas exchange. Our CFD simulations indicate that passive water flow through the hydrospire only produces optimal flow through hydrospires at very low current velocities (<0.5 cm/s). Therefore, we hypothesize that active cilia-driven flow through blastoid hydrospires is necessary to maintain effective respiration at the range of current velocities (>0.5 cm/s to 10 cm/s) in which a majority of blastoids likely lived. Blastoids likely lived in environments with fluctuating, and likely dynamically fluctuating, current velocities (according to the range of sedimentary regimes in which blastoids are found), suggesting that a system of active maintenance of water flow through the hydrospire was necessary for optimal gas exchange.

Although our CFD simulations support a hypothesis of active cilia-driven flow through blastoid hydrospires, many questions remain that will drive our research into the future. The pattern of water flow through the hydrospires and relative change in water velocity in the system are sufficient to develop the hypothesis of active cilia-driven flow in blastoid hydrospires, but the results should be quantified to provide more precise hypotheses of hydrospire function. Blastoid hydrospires come in many configurations. We have modeled the simplest configuration of hydrospires, but an obvious next step is to conduct similar analyses on more complicated hydrospire morphologies. Although time consuming and tedious, such studies are required to test the validity of our hypothesis. Given the morphological disparity seen in blastoid hydrospires, there is no a priori reason to believe they all were optimized for the same range of current velocities. Indeed, Dynowski et al. (2016) have demonstrated that fossil crinoids can adopt a range of feeding modalities to adapt to dynamic current conditions. Modern crinoids can reorient themselves dynamically (Waters, personal observations) in response to change in current velocity and direction and we assume blastoids had similar capabilities even if we do not have a biomechanical understanding of the mechanisms involved. Some blastoids were bottom dwellers and likely had different optimal conditions for respiratory function from those described here.

Figure 5. CFD simulations of a hydrospire of *Monoschizoblastus rofei*. (1) Hydrospire modeled in passive flow mode with external current velocity of 10 cm/s. Arrows illustrate water entering the hydrospires through the aboral hydrospire pores and largely exiting through the adoral pores. Minimal water volume exits the spiracle. (2) Hydrospire modeled in active flow mode with external current velocity of 0.5 cm/s and spiracular exit velocity of 0.9 cm/s. Although the orientation of the hydrospire has rotated 90º, the fundamental water flow through the hydrospire is the same (compare to Fig. 3.4). (3) Hydrospire modeled in active flow mode with external current velocity of 2.0 cm/s and spiracular exit velocity of 0.9 cm/s. Although the orientation of the hydrospire has rotated 90º, the fundamental water flow through the hydrospire is the same (compare to Fig. 3.4). (4) Hydrospire modeled in active flow mode with external current velocity of 5 cm/s and spiracular exit velocity of 0.9 cm/s. The exit velocity of water at the spiracle is too low to maintain optimal water flow through the hydrospire, which suffers reduced flow out the spiracle and significant respiratory leakage. (5) Hydrospire modeled in active flow mode with external current velocity of 5 cm/s and spiracular exit velocity of 2.5 cm/s. Under these conditions, the hydrospire achieved optimal flow within the hydrospire in contrast to the same hydrospire under passive flow conditions shown in Figure 5.1. (6) Hydrospire modeled in active flow mode with external current velocity of 10 cm/s and spiracular exit velocity of 5 cm/s. Under these conditions, the hydrospire achieved optimal flow within the hydrospire in contrast to the same hydrospire under passive flow conditions shown in Figure 5.1.
Spiracles also have a complex cover-plate system that could be used to regulate the diameter of the exit pore and, therefore, hydroscape excurrent velocity so that the blastoid could dynamically adjust to changing ambient conditions. In the future, we can use more refined CFD simulations to gauge how sensitive the hydroscares are to current fluctuations and how much control blastoids had to adjust to those changes. The combination of accurate 3D models and CFD simulation software gives us the toolkit to address these and other equally compelling questions in blastoid research.

Summary

Virtual reconstructions of blastoid hydroscares from acetate peels and CFD studies of the models confirm the basic hypothesis of water flow through blastoid hydroscares from Schmidtling and Marshall (2010). Water entered hydroscares through the hydroscape pores and canals, traveled through the hydroscape fold with significantly reduced velocity allowing gas exchange, and then exited the system through the hydroscape canal and spiracle. Our reconstructions orient blastoid hydroscares horizontally as part of a living blastoid in feeding position in currents >0.5 cm/s rather than vertically as in previous studies. Therefore, the concept of an “average” velocity of water entering the hydroscape pore is problematic because the system is much more dynamic than previously modeled.

From our CFD simulations, we hypothesize that water flow through blastoids was cilia-driven active flow rather than passive flow. For Monoschizoblasus rofei, an exit velocity from the spiracle of approximately one-half external current velocity produced an internal water flow through the hydroscares that optimized respiration.

Our results indicate that the respiratory systems in blastoids are significantly more complex than previously thought. We have modeled a single condition in spiraculate blastoids: individual hydroscares emptying into individual spiracles with the exception of the anal interray hydroscape. Many other configurations exist in spiraculate blastoids, and each will require similar analysis to understand the flow parameters needed to produce optimal flow through the system for respiration. Fissiculate blastoids have hydroscape systems that are fundamentally different from those of spiraculate blastoids and that will require extensive study to fully understand. The possibility that fissiculate blastoids employed cilia-driven active movement of water through the hydroscares seems likely. The results lend support to the concept that hydroscares should play an increased role in providing characters for phylogenetic analysis of blastoid evolution.
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